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Butters (1973:279) from NWAVE1 Edited Volume

“The use of a purely objective methodology for investigating 

double modal constructions would require many hours of 

recording of the informal speech of many individuals. It 

seems unlikely that we might develop techniques of eliciting 

spontaneous productions. [...] As Labov himself has noted in 

a recent article (1972:117): ‘the rarity of many grammatical 

forms’ suggests that ‘it will always be necessary to extend 

our observations with intuitions.’” 

https://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar?q=%2522Acceptability+judgments+for+double+modals+in+Southern+dialects%2522&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%252C5
https://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar?q=%2522Acceptability+judgments+for+double+modals+in+Southern+dialects%2522&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%252C5
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=2987332&fileId=S0047404500006576
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=2987332&fileId=S0047404500006576


Mapping Double Modals

The goal of this paper is to identify double modals in a multi-

billion word geo-coded corpus of modern American Twitter 

data and to map these forms across the United States.

Secondary goals of this paper are to demonstrate how big 

data corpus-based research is opening up new ground in 

dialectology and to argue against the necessity of analyzing 

linguistic alternations (i.e. the principle of accountability).



The Corpus

The team in South Carolina have been compiling a monitor 

corpus using the Twitter API, consisting of almost all 

geocoded Tweets from the US and the UK since 2013. 

The analyses in this presentation are based on a 8.9 billion 

word corpus of American Twitter data consisting of 

approximately 980 million Tweets from 7 million users 

collected between October 2013 and November 2014. 

https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview


Corpus Examples

username,fips,time,tweet
-‐,48439,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
don't	  follow	  the	  right	  ppl	  lol
-‐,42007,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
yesss	  moody	  judy
-‐,36005,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
Man	  i	  was	  just	  thinking	  shexx	  be	  lurking	  but	  won't	  hmu
-‐,25021,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
no	  seeing	  u	  on	  tv	  is	  reel	  but	  not	  seeing	  u	  on	  twitter	  
is	  real	  for	  me...so	  pls	  visit	  us	  here	  everyday.
-‐,26163,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
Hate	  seeing	  my	  friends	  sad
-‐,12093,Sun	  Jul	  27	  23:59:59	  EDT	  2014,
this	  is	  the	  shirt	  i	  won	  that	  i	  got	  to	  sign	  btw!!:)





A Few Points About Twitter Data

Twitter is just a register of written language, but everything we 

look at is just a register of something, including linguistic 

interviews, which are just a register of spoken language.

Twitter is natural and un-elicited register that is highly 

informal, diverse, accessible, voluminous, and geo-coded.

If you’re working with Twitter corpora, you probably shouldn’t 

be deleting Tweets just because you don’t like them (e.g. 

retweets, quotes, ads, spam, Tweets from mobile Tweeters). 



Finding Double Modals

To identify double modals in the corpus, we automatically 

extracted all modal-modal sequences, focusing on the 9 

primary modals (can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, 

would, must) and 2 of the semi-modals (used to, ought to).

For this study, we ignored all duplicated double modals 

(e.g. could could), which are surprisingly common, other 

semi-modals (e.g. gonna), modals followed by have (e.g. 

woulda), and various other forms (e.g. might as well)



Finding Double Modals

Through this process we identified 10,137 tokens of 

potential double modals in the corpus.  

However, when we looked at the Tweets containing these 

forms, we found that a substantial number were not true 

double modals.

We therefore went through each of the tokens manually to 

identify true double modals (with the help of Vlad Mackevic 

and Elvis Yevudey).



Examples of False Double Modals

Other parts-of-speech:

Hoping	  having	  my	  Spanish	  final	  on	  Cinco	  de	  may	  
will	  bring	  me	  some	  luck

I	  wish	  I	  could	  will	  myself	  to	  sleep

For	  not	  by	  might	  shall	  a	  man	  prevail



Examples of False Double Modals

Autocorrects/Typing Errors:

i	  always	  wonder	  who	  all	  would	  should	  up	  to	  my	  
funeral

My	  should	  might	  start	  peeling	  soon

Think	  slowly	  and	  your	  would	  will	  blossom



Examples of False Double Modals

Modals across clause boundaries:

Need	  a	  nap	  but	  don't	  think	  I	  should	  might	  be	  up	  
all	  night	  again

Whenever	  youu	  can	  would	  be	  great!

I	  might	  can	  you	  put	  me	  down	  just	  in	  case



Finding Double Modals

After removing all problematic tokens, we were left with 

5,439 (out 10,137) double modals. 

Out of the ([11 x 11] - 11 = ) 110 possible double modal 

combinations that we were looking for, we found tokens for 

76 double modals.  



Double Modal Frequency Distribution

Might Can 1733 Will Would 80
Might Could 932 Could Can 60
May Can 273 Will Might 59
Might Would 243 May Could 53
Should Would 177 Might Will 52
Would Could 171 Would Will 52
Must Can 164 Could Would 41
Might Should 146 Would Used to 40
Used to Could 144 Should Could 33
Can Could 135 Might Ought to 32
Can Will 111 Would Might 29
Will Can 111 Will May 26
Would Should 81 ...



Double Modal Frequency Distribution



Double Modal Matrix (M1: rows; M2: columns)

can could may might must ought
to shall should used 

to will would

can 135 21 15 11 0 2 20 0 111 14

could 60 10 20 0 0 0 19 0 16 41

may 273 53 7 4 4 3 14 2 22 14

might 1733 932 13 8 32 1 146 1 52 243

must 164 3 0 8 0 0 1 5 5 3

ought to 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

shall 3 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 3 1

should 14 33 0 8 12 3 1 1 16 177

used to 8 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20

will 111 20 26 59 11 1 21 23 0 80

would 9 171 8 29 4 0 0 81 40 52



Double Modal Frame Frequency Distribution

Might_ 3161 _Can 2375
May_ 396 _Could 1491
Would_ 394 _Would 593
Will_ 352 _Should 310
Can_ 329 _Will 277
Should_ 265 _Might 146
Must_ 189 _May 78
Used_to_ 172 _Must 52
Could_ 166 _Used_to 49
Shall_ 14 _Ought_to 40
Ought_to_ 1 _Shall 28



Double Modal Examples: Might Can

I	  might	  can	  just	  come	  and	  scoop	  you	  we'll	  see	  tho

I	  might	  can	  get	  a	  little	  something

I	  might	  can	  come	  over	  Saturday,	  I	  don't	  know	  
though

~ might be able to/maybe can/perhaps can/etc.



Double Modal Examples: Might Could

Shit	  might	  could	  get	  real	  on	  Friday

I	  might	  could	  go	  later	  but	  no	  promise	  bc	  I'm	  
hauling	  with	  Kagen	  today

I	  feel	  like	  I	  might	  could	  be	  a	  detective

~ might be able to/maybe could/perhaps could/etc.



Double Modal Examples: Will Should

I	  will	  should	  go	  to	  sleep	  but	  then	  again...	  I	  
won't.

The	  spurs	  will	  should	  win	  in	  5	  against	  the	  griz.

but	  if	  this	  is	  really	  a	  random	  sampling	  then	  it	  
will	  should	  be	  bell	  shaped.

~ probably should/will likely/ought to/etc.



Double Modal Examples: Would Might

A	  call	  from	  you	  would	  might	  make	  the	  tears	  stop	  
falling

but	  I	  would	  might	  accidentally	  flirt	  with	  her

If	  this	  came	  in	  black	  it	  would	  might	  be	  my	  wedding	  
dress

~ would perhaps/maybe would/etc.

(see Collins and Singler, 2015)

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB8QFjAAahUKEwi4zZPOvN3IAhWLWx4KHZ3TDzY&url=http%253A%252F%252Fling.auf.net%252Flingbuzz%252F002678%252Fcurrent.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHOCEn74Ja7zEXb7ROHJ1AdAZ4MSg
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB8QFjAAahUKEwi4zZPOvN3IAhWLWx4KHZ3TDzY&url=http%253A%252F%252Fling.auf.net%252Flingbuzz%252F002678%252Fcurrent.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHOCEn74Ja7zEXb7ROHJ1AdAZ4MSg


Mapping Double Modals

Because there is considerable variability in the amount of 

tweets/words per county (following variation in population 

density), it is necessary to normalize somehow. 

To normalize our double modal counts, we calculated the 

relative frequency of each double modals across the 

~3,000 counties in the corpus, by dividing the frequency of 

that double modal by the total number of words in that 

corpus (basically percent of words that are DMs).











The Principle of Unaccountability

Standard practice in sociolinguistics to analyze variation in 

linguistic structure by analyzing the choice between 

alternative ways of saying the same thing. 

But we did not measure each double modal as an 

alternation variable, i.e. by calculating the proportion of the 

double modal compared to all other equivalent forms. 

In other words, we did not define an envelope of variation, 

thereby violating the principle of accountability. 



The Principle of Unaccountability

Like most corpus linguists (e.g. Biber, 1988; Szmrecsyani, 

2013), we believe that looking at frequency variables is a 

valid way to analyzing structural linguistic variation, in 

addition to alternation variables.

Furthermore, although the two types of measures often 

provide different perspectives on language variation, they 

are sometimes essentially equivalent, making it 

unnecessary to define an envelope of variation, as is the 

case here.

http://ebooks.cambridge.org/ebook.jsf?bid=CBO9780511621024
http://ebooks.cambridge.org/ebook.jsf?bid=CBO9780511621024
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/languages-linguistics/grammar-and-syntax/grammatical-variation-british-english-dialects-study-corpus-based-dialectometry
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/languages-linguistics/grammar-and-syntax/grammatical-variation-british-english-dialects-study-corpus-based-dialectometry
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/languages-linguistics/grammar-and-syntax/grammatical-variation-british-english-dialects-study-corpus-based-dialectometry
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/languages-linguistics/grammar-and-syntax/grammatical-variation-british-english-dialects-study-corpus-based-dialectometry










The Principle of Unaccountability

To push this one step further, however, we believe that it can 

even sometimes be misleading to analyze linguistic variation 

exclusively through the measurement of alternation 

variables.

In particular, when analyzing alternations, it is often 

informative to analyze the relative frequencies of the 

individual variants individually as well as the proportion of 

one form compared to other equivalent forms. 











Back to Double Modals

Overall we identify two general regional patterns for DMs:

As expected, many of the most common DMs are 

concentrated in the South (e.g. Might Can, Might Could, 

May Can, Might Would), as well as some less common 

DMs (e.g. Might Will, Might Ought to, Will May).

However, a number of less common DMs are distributed 

across the United States (e.g. Would Could, Will 

Should, Would Might).











Non-Southern Double Modals

It’s not altogether clear what’s happening with these non-

southern double modals.

Some of the rarest of these forms are probably one-off 

neologisms (maybe feigned southern doubled modals) and 

even typos (despite our coding). 

But a number are used in a consistent and systematic 

manner and at least Would Might has been recently 

observed in spontaneous speak in white NYC English 

(Collins & Singler, 2015). 



Southern Double Modals (excl. tokens < 5)

.Might Can 1733 Will May 26

Might Could 932 Used to Would 20
May Can 273 Will Could 20
Might Would 243 Can Would 14
Must Can 164 May Should 14
Might Should 146 May Would 14
Used to Could 144 Used to Can 8
May Could 53 May Might 7
Might Will 52 Must Used to 5
Might Ought to 32 Must Will 5



Southern Double Modals (excl. tokens < 5)

.Might Can 1733 Will May 26

Might Could 932 Used to Would 20
May Can 273 Will Could 20
Might Would 243 Can Would 14
Must Can 164 May Should 14
Might Should 146 May Would 14
Used to Could 144 Used to Can 8
May Could 53 May Might 7
Might Will 52 Must Used to 5
Might Ought to 32 Must Will 5





















Upper and Lower South Double Modals

In addition, it appears that these southern double modals 

can roughly be split into Upper and Lower South double 

modals. 

This perhaps reflects a quantitative difference (a 

divergence?) between White (i.e. Upper South) and 

African American (i.e. Lower South) Southern English. 



Upper South Double Modals



Lower South Double Modals





Might Can/Might Could

In part because they are most frequent and in part 

because they appear to have very similar meaning, this 

difference can be seen by comparing the maps for Might 

Can and Might Could.

It is also informative to measure the proportion between 

the two forms, i.e. Might Can/Might Could as an alternation 

variable. 













Might Can/Could vs. Percent African American

For all Southern locations with 5 or more total occurrences



Conclusions

Double modals can be analyzed using very large corpora 

of written social media data; 9 billion words of Twitter isn’t 

quite enough, but luckily we’ve got a lot more data. 

Analyzing relative frequencies complements an alternation 

analysis, and is much simpler and often more reliable. 

There are both southern and non-southern double modals 

and there also appears to be a distinction between 

between African American and White Southern English.  
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